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ABSTRACT

In radlob lo log ica l mechanism I t 1* poss ib le to d i s t i n g u i s h the

sequence of three d i f f e r e n t phases vhlch can be denoted as p h y s i c a l ,

physico-chemical and b i o l o g i c a l . There are discussed mathematical

models of the Individual phases and t h e i r mutual i n t e r r e l a t i o n s . A

special accent la g iven to the re la t ion between the model* of two non-

b io log i ca l phases and that of the b i o l o g i c a l one. Some d e t a i l e d

c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s concerning DSB formation and repair and l n a c t l v a t l o n

mechanism* In c e l l * are analyzed with the help of the considered model

chain.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During their vhole life human beings are exposed to two kinds of

Ionizing radiation) cosmic rays and underground radio-active sources.

The radiation expo*It Ion to population have Increased significantly during

the last century when different radiation sources have been broadly uaed In

Medicine as well as in technology. A special danger Is connected also with

the development of atomic-energy power stations and related facilities.

To Improve the protection against undesirable effects of radiation

it Is necessary to understand better basic mechanisms and processes running

In Individual cells after radiation impact. The same Is needed If radiation

should be made use of more effectively also In radiotherapy.

An important way how to understand better the radloblological

mechanism seems to consist in following the approaches commonly used in the

physical research) I.e. in foralng corresponding models of Individual

processes running in cells and tissues after energy transfer from radiation

to matter. Such models should allow to express not only the qualitative

features of the whole mechanism but also the quantitative characteristics of

different regularities being observed In diverse experiments. They should

also help In deciding what mechanisms can be responsible for corresponding

behaviour.

The effect of different radiation kinds is usually characterized by

the survival curves which express the dose dependences of cell ratios

surviving after Irradiation. These survival curves are represented in a

semllogarthnic scale by straight lines or by some curved lines deviating

from the linearity especially in the region of small doses (different examples

can be seen In Fig.2), Some cells exhibit the linear dependence under any

conditions. If a curved shoulder exists It usually changes in the dependence

on radiation quality as well as on conditions the cells are held in before,

during or after irradiation. And it Is especially the existence and the shape

of this shoulder established under different conditions which should be

explained with the help of suitable mathematical models.

Attempts to describe the mentioned dependences mathematically can be

followed to the very beginning of radlobiology (in the first half of this

century); let us remember e.g. the different alternatives of the famous target

(hit) theory. However, in all these approaches final biological effects were
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correlated directly to the physical characteristics of energy transfer, and

moreover, this energy transfer was characterised by macroscopic characteristics

(by LET) only. The tendency to find a direct relation between the survival

and physical characteristics of radiation did not change even if n r t detailed

characteristics of energy transfer were taken into account; we aean the

mlcrodoslmetric quantities introduced by Rossi [1]. The models based on this

principle (see e.g. [2], [3}) followed practically the same way, the shoulder

on survival curves was being explained by a combined effect of at least two

primary damages In cell tnactlvatlon without knowing the nature of such

damages. And this trend was conserved even if some more detailed distribution

characteristics of energy-transfer events were considered (see e.g. [*], [5]).

The only exception in these tendencies seems to be represented by the

attempt of Haynes [6] (see also [7]) trying to lnterprete the shoulder on

survival curves on biological grounds. The primary damages were assumed to

be proportional to the dote. The shoulder on survival curves was then

caused by the repair ability being assumed to decrease with the applied dose.

All such models can be denoted as fully phenomenologtcal as they did

not try to analyze the nature of Important damages and their role in cell

lnactivation. The situation started to change in the last seventieth when

double-strand breaks were identified gradually as the mala primary damagea

being responsible for cell lnactivation. The following question* have been

raised: How are Individual DSB formed by radiation? Are they formed by a

direct action of radiation or indirectly by special chemical agents (radicals)

being created In particle tracks? How are DSB combined from the pairs of

single-strand breaks (SSB)T Are the DSB repaired and what la the repair

mechanism in removing DSB? What is cell-lnactlvation mechanism? How is the

DSB formation and their repair influenced by other chemical aubstances, e.g.

by molecular oxygen and different radlonodifters? What are time correlations

between the primary radiation effect and other processes running In a cell

after radiation Impact a.s.o.T

It Is evident that a simple phenomenologlcal model cannot give a

sufficient answer to these questions. Individual questions should be

answered with the help of a aeries of special models being In a mutual

interrelation. We would like to present in the following a basic chain of

such models being able to help In answering the mentioned questions. We do

not expect, of course, the whole problem of radloblologlcal mechanism to be

solved by this model chain Immediately. We believe however, that It brings

some new possibilities not yet made usejfully of which will contribute to a

more detailed solution in the future. The model chain being proposed

represents a rather simple basic framework allowing step-by-step refinements

of Its individual parts as well as of their mutual interrelations.

The presented model chain has started from the fact that the whole

radloblologlcal mechanism can be divided (at leaat in principle) Into several

separate phases which can be described by rather detailed mathematical model*.

We will start, therefore, with the description of the individual phases and

their time relations. Then models of different phases exhibiting less or more

detail* will be presented. The main point will consist in finding the

relation between the physical characteristics of energy transfer by individual

Ionising particles and a collective biological effect of many particles

hitting the same cellst a basic approach was proposed in [8] several years

ago (see also [39]), There will be presented also some new characteristics

of Individual phases obtained with the help of the proposed model chain.

Our considerations will be based predominantly on yeast cells as there

are many experimental data concerning this cell kind. The rather small site

of these cells allow also a more detailed comparison of model predictions with

experimental results.

II. DIFFERENT PHASES OF RADIOBIOLICICAL HECHAMISM

It has been already stressed that the whole radioblologlcal mechanism

consists of a series of different processes which run In a cell after being

irradiated. A corresponding time sequence was discussed e.g. in [9], [10];

it is shown In Fig.l. If we devote our attention mainly to the inactlvatlon

of individual cells the processes can be divided Into three phases running

one after another!

(1) physical - initial energy transfer to matter, energy redistribution,

formation of radical*, event, direct formation of primary lesions in important

blomolecules;

(ii) physico-chemical - migration of the deposited energy, diffusion and

recombination of radicals, and formation of long-lived primary lesions;

(ill) biological - repair of prinary lesions, processes leading to cell

lnactivation a.s.o.

I i

i
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All processes running in the first two phases are finished fully in

the time test than 1O~ sec. Consequently, for common-dote* and dote

rates (applied usually in radiotherapy or concerning protection problem ) '

there is practically not any Interaction between different beam particles

in forming primary lesions (see Appendix A), One can also assume that the

effective repair of the important tealon* (which could lead to cell

lnactivatlon) starta when the irradiation of • given cell population It

practically finished.

In the case of greater doses one cell can be hit, however, by a

greater number of bean particles (with all their secondaries included).

That means more ionlring particles can be effective in forming the starting

point for the third (biological) phase. And one of the problems of mathematical

modelling consists in finding a corresponding relation between the

characteristic of tingle particles in damaging Individual cells and their

collective effect after the application of the whole dote. Such a relation

might not play any Important role for intermediate doses used commonly in

radiotherapy. However, it seems to be substantial in Interpreting

experimental data and In looking for an actual mechanlam of cell inactlvatton.

Hany of the mentioned features are consistent with the results

obtained already earlier with the help of different hit theories. It hat

been shown that very •mall critical sites in a cell are responsible for Its

lnactivatlon and that at least In some cell kinds a greater number of these

critical sites must be hit if a given cell should be Inactivated. These

critical sites are now Identified with some bonds In chromosomal DNA molecules

and DSB are regarded aa the most Important primary damages. It is, of course,

necessary to analyze to a much greater detail the whole mechanism leading to

DSB formation if the lnactivatlon characteristics under different conditions

should be better understood. The same attention should be devoted also to

the mechanism playing a role In DSB repair. All these problems will be

discussed in the following.

111. FORMATION OF PRIMARY DAMAGES BY INDIVIDUAL PARTICLES AND STARTING

POINT OF THE BIOLOGICAL PHASE

Host mathematical models proposed in the past do not seem to have

taken properly into account the transition from physical and chemical

processes to the biological phase. A detailed analysis of this problem
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might represent an Important key to understand better the whole

radioblologlcal mechanism. It could alto help in specifying more exactly

how to charactertxe the energy transfer from radiation to matter. It It

not, of courae, postible to observe directly the processes running in

individual cells after radiation Impact. Like in the modern microscopic

physics the results of model description* should provide some predictions

of different probability distributions which could be compared to measured

data.

rlrst of all, It la necessary to establish the probable distribution

of different primary leaiona In a cell population. In most papers such a

distribution it taken to be fully ttochattical (given by the Polsson

distribution law). However, If one admits that one particle hitting a cell

can form different numbers of primary lesions In one cell nucleus substantial

deviations from the Polssaonlan distribution can exist.

Let us assume that the average number of effective hits in a cell

nucleus equals

A - cub (1)

where D la an applied dose. As these hits can be regarded as fully

stochaatlcal the probability of a cell nucleus being hit k-times is then

given by

-A_/
A " * If * «>

Let us suppose further that during one hit m primary lesions are
formed with the probability fj(n) fulfilling the condition

m*o (3)

If a cell nucleut is hit k-tlmes the distribution of primary lesions will be

given by

ik(m) -
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£
IV. DSB AND CELL I MOTIVATION

m-0
The distribution of primary lesions over the whole cell population

It then given by ^ o

(6)

where

and

m-0
ff*) 1 " A

(8)

The collective effect of beat* particles Is then determined by the

parameter a representing the swan timber of hits of cell nuclei per unit

dose and by the function f j(m) characterising the distribution of primary

lesions in cell nuclei being hit just by one particle. The function P(m)

will be Polssonlan if

I.e. If just one primary lesion will be formed during one hit. In other

cases rather great deviations can exist from the stochastlclty.

The number m of primary lesions In a given celt can be then

regarded as a principal characteristic responsible for its further fate.

There Is not any doubt that the repair process as well as lnactivatlon

mechanism will be determined predominantly by the value of m even if they

can be Influenced by other factors (detailed properties of the beam,

additional chemical substances, single cells or spheroids, a.s.o.).

The parameter a and the function f,(m) represent then fundamental

properties of the beam particles being mainly responsible for resulting

biological effect. The parameter a can be determined in principle from

physical properties of these particles and from the sice of cell nucleus

while in determining the function f,(m) both the properties of energy-

transfer events and the nature of critical sites and primary lesions must

be taken Into account*

We have already mentioned that double-strand breaks are regarded

commonly as the main damages responsible for cell lnactivatlon. It has

been possible to come to such a conclusion when average numbers of DSS in

Irradiated cell population could be measured. It has been found that the

average DSB number formed during Irradiation Increases linearly with D

(see e.g. [11])

rbn - (9)

and that deviations from linearity are caused by processes In which DSB are

repaired. If one assumes that the DSB distribution over the whole cell

population is Polssonlan and that p is the probability of a DSB being

lethal the corresponding survival curve can be written in the form

where

s -

<* - P r

(10)

(11)

It has been shown [12]-[l5] that the value of 1/p lies in the Interval

(1,2), and consequently, that practically any single DSB is responsible for

inactlvation of cells being unable to repair the corresponding damage.

The value of p was determined In the mentioned papers for different

radiation types under diverse conditions. Its value was always less than

one with an average value around 0.7. The question arises: What is the

cauae of this deviation from one? Can some DSB be repaired also In some

cells without any evident repair capability or la this value given by a

deviation of DSB distribution from the Polssonlan one?

He have examined the latter possibility. If a beam particle can

form a greater number of DSB in one cell nucleus then these DSB will not be

distributed stochastically over the whole cell population and the conclusion

based on Eqs.(lO) and (11) cannot hold, I.e. the probability p may be equal

to 1. It follows from Eqs.(l)-(6) that y in Eq.(9) can be expressed as

• am.
(12)

> * •*%

4

1
m

I
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where

If any DSB Is lethal the survival is given by

J - A *
which can be rewritten as

(13)

(!*)

(15)

The parameter • Is determined by the radiation kind and the site

of cell nucleus. Consequently! e.g. the difference between the Irradiation

of the sane cell* under aerobic and anoxlc conditions Is given by the P(0)

term, Indicating that an amount of hits leading not to any DSB for aparcely

ionizing radiation mutt Increase significantly In anoxlc conditions. As

oxygen content Influences the probability of forming DSB by corresponding

energy-transfer event* one can suggest that the function f,(m) should

exhibit a rather sharp peak in the neighbourhood of m = 1. Of course, the

single peak of such a kind could not explain other characteristics of the

radloblological effect' Thus another (probably much (nailer) peak should

exist also at a higher value of «| it can be related to the effect of electron

track ends. This part of f,(m) function Is expected to play • fundamental

role In lnactlvatton of cells with repair capability, which will be

discussed In the following sections.

Sone Insight can be obtained, of course, by analysing the experimental

data providing the relation between the DSB numbers and survival curves for

cells without any repair ability. Let us start from the values established

in

(16)
- o. ost',

where the first values correspond to aerobic conditions and the others to

anoxlc ones. If one assums that any DSB leads to cell lnactlvatlon the

parameter D» Is defined according to Eq.(lS) by

-9-

4 (17)

In agreement with the preceedlng discussion we will parametrize the

function fj(m) In aerobic conditions by

(IB)

I.e. a* a sum of two Poisaonlan expressions with three free parameters) r ,

t; > t | i b < I , In anoxic conditions the mean values of individual peaks

are assumed to be given by

i

a, determining the corresponding decrease of damaging effect.

(19)

Thus, we have five free parameters r(, r^, b, «, and a while only

four experimental values (Eq.(16)) are available and the problem cannot be

solved In a definite way. To obtain some usual information we have chosen

different values for r^ and established the corresponding values of the ••

other free parameters; resulting values are shown in Tab.l. Even if the

values obtained can depend to some extent on the chosen parametritatlon (see

Eq.(lB)) one can conclude that single DSB are formed by individual sparcely

Ionising particles in a great part of cell nuclei.

As to the value of the parameter a It does not seem to depend on the

chosen value of r^. Its value should be correlated to that derived from the

purely physical properties of the beam particles) this part of the problem Is

discussed In Appendix A. One can conclude there is a sufficient agreement

between values obtained by both the approaches.

V. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PHASES AMD DSB FORMATION

The distribution of energy deposits In water, (which represents the

main component of any celt) can be regarded as the basic characteristic

influencing fundamentally the features of all processes running In a cell

after the Impact of ionising particles. In the past the differences In

biological effects of diverse particles were related to linear energy transfer

-10-



(LET). However, even If this quantity plays a very Important role all

measured quant it lei cannot be explained with Its help*. A definite answer

could not be brought by the nlerodosimetrlc quantities, either. The reason

la undoubtedly connected with the principal limitation* of the mlcrodostmetrlc

Measurements (see e.g. [16]); they can provide reliable energy distributions

in volumes not much less then 1 u™> which it an approximate alie of cell

nuclei. However, critical sites for DSB formation are much smaller. We

should know energy distribution* in volumes less than several tens of

nanometers.

Some attempts were done to determine the needed characteristics in

such small volumes. A great attention was devoted to the so called proximity

function (see e.g. [IT], [18]). However, neither this approach seems to be

able to bring a final solution of the problem. tt Is based on phenoaenologlcal

grounds and does not seem to be fully adapted to an actual radloblologlcal

mechanism betng responsible for DSB-fbrmatlon and -repair.

He would like now to tuamerlse some features which should be shared

by any model of DSB format Ion. First of all it is the linear dependence of

DSB numbers on applied dose. That means that at least In the region of

smaller (or intermediate) doses any OSB should be formed by one beam particle.

As one direct interaction with a DNA molecule or one water radical can be

hardly able to cause such a damage It is commonly assumed that a greater

local energy deposit must be responsible for DSB formation. Only such a

deposit is expected to be able to form two SSB In diverse strands of a DNA

molecule not very far from one another. However, a corresponding mechanism

Is not very clear till now; we will cose back to this problem later (In Sec.IX

and X).

As to the physical phase such energy deposits should be related to

electron track ends since only electrons of energy lets than approximately

0.5 keV can be absorbed In such small volumes to be able to create two SSB

In a sufficient vicinity with a corresponding probability. Of course, the

inactivation effect In cells with repair capability requires the formation

of a greater number of DSB In one cell. The maximum energy deposited In one

cell nucleus by one electron csn hardly exceed the value of approximately

6 keV as the range of such electrons corresponds to l^nn. tt means that

there exists a limit of DSB being formed in one cell nucleus by one sparcely

ionizing particle: cca 12 DSB (resp. 60 DSB) If the average energy needed

for forming one DSB amounts to 0.5 keV (resp. 0.1 keV).

Thus the frequency of the electron ends must be regarded as the

measure of biological effectlvity. This frequency can be established with

the help of the approach proposed e.g. In [19]. But this approach does not

seem to be suitable for determining more detailed distributions of single energy

deposits in Individual cell nuclei. In this respect the given approach should

be probably combined vlth the sinitiation aethod proposed in [20]. But still

one question remains open! What characteristics are to be calculated with the

help of these approaches to be fully adapted to all processes running in

irradiated cells?

To give at least a partial answer to this question It seems to be

necessary to deal with the characteristic* of the processes belonging to the

third phase, i.e. with the repair and Inactivation mechanisms. Their

mathematical models and corresponding analyses should help in determining what

parameters are most suitable for classification of Initial conditions of the

biological phase. Thus, before trying to study more detailed models of the

first two phases we will deal with possible models of the third phase.

VI. REPAIR AND INACTIVATION MECHANISM

The mechanism of DSB repair is represented without any doubts by a

series of rather complex processes. For the purposes of mathematical

modelling one must describe It in a very simplified manner; however, even if

many details will be omitted Its basic structure should be characterised

properly. We will start with distinguishing several kinds of repair

processes which should be taken into conalderation in describing the whole

repair and Inactivation mechanism:

(I) repair of individual SSB - Even if th* DSB are main damages

responsible for Inactivation a great number of SSB la formed at the same

time. The misrepalred SSB csn contribute to DSB formation) they can play a

more significant role in a detailed modelling of inactivation mechanism in

haplold cells (at least for greater doses and dose rates). The SSB repair

goes usually very quickly (less than 10~ sec.) and Its Influence on models

of DSB formation in dlplold cells can be neglected (at least in the first

approximation),

(II) OSB repair in non-growth conditions - This kind of repair occurs If

cells are held In G, phase after Irradiation. Its nature was described by

It
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Resnlck In 1976 [21]. It Is assumed that a chronosone with DSB damage

couples to the other chronosone belonging to the same homologous pair. The

damage is repaired according to the pattern conserved in the undamaged

chromosome. Some experiments Indicate that alto DSB formed In both the

homologous chromosomes at the same time can be repaired. Only DSB formed

In the sane homologous segments must be regarded as irreparable. These

segments are undoubtedly significantly shorter than the chromosomes but their

lengths have not yet been established. This repair kind ts being studied

mainly In yeast cells as they represent an Important tool for analysing

different models of radloblologlcal mechanisms.

(Ill) DSB repair In growth conditions - The DSB are also repaired when cells

•re held in growth conditions' The ratio of repaired OSB will depend on the

time being available for any cell before It passes to mitosis. All damages

seem to be fixed In this phase of the aitotic cycle. The mechanism Is

probably similar to that In non-growth conditions. The available time can be

Influenced by the delay in nitotic cycle caused by irradiation.

(tv) Some damages can be probably removed also In the S phase when

chromosome* are doubled. The condition consists in that at least one

chromosome of the corresponding homologous pair must remain undamaged. The

damaged chromosome la expected to be substituted In the repeated doubling of

the undamaged chromosome.

The fact that any DSB In dlplold celt* without repair capability teems

to be lethal can be explained with the help of the assumption that the

chromosome* of the damaged homologous pair couple together and font a common

structure like In a normal repair process] but any actual repair does not

follow. Thui In the doubling phase both the homologous chronosones appear ftB

damaged and cell 1* inactivated. ^

In the preccedlng we were quite concrete in defining possible repair

processes of chromosomes damaged by DSB formed during Irradiation. Such

deflnltenes* It neceatary if one should propose a corresponding mathematical

model of natural phenomena even If exact plecea of knowledge are not available.

It may happen that tone points do not reflect the actual situation. That can

be cleared by comparison of theoretical consequences and predictions following

from the mathematical models with experimental data.

The repair models proposed along theae directions can represent a part

of the model chain which should describe the whole radlobiologlcal mechanism

-13-

from radiation Impact to final results obtained by measurements (survival

curves or PSB numbers under different conditions). In such a model chain

any part can be refined to describe the featurea of a given phase of the

radloblologlcal mechanism to a sufficient detail. Such a possibility can be

hardly Included in usual models being based mostly on one special phase of the

whole mechanism.

In the preceedlng we have discussed only one part of the DSB-repalr

problettl I.e. which DSB can be repaired and what Is a probable mechanism.

Another question concerna the rat* reparable DSB are removed with. Until now

it was almost generally assumed that the repair rate Is proportional to the

total DSB number In a cell. However, it hat been shown recently that at

least In yeast cells two different rates of DSB repair can be found [22] and

that the slow repair differs significantly from proportionality. The slowly

repairing DSB seem to be removed atep-by-ttep with a constant rate In autonom

repair units represented by pairs of homologous chromosomes [23J. Some more

details about the possible difference* between DSB exhibiting fast or slow

repairs will be mentioned In the following section where a mathematical model

concerning the third (biological) phase will be considered.

VII. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF THE BIOLOGICAL PHASE

A model concerning the lnactivation of haplold cells wat considered

in Sec.IV. Each DSB In a haplold cell (or In a cell without repair

capability) Is assumed to lead to its inactivatloni i.e. one can expect that

the damaged chromosome Is destroyed in the doubling process or there are

erroneous chromosomes transferred to daughter cell*. Such cells are

practically Inactivated even if they might divide several times yet.

We will assume that a similar ltiacttvatlon mechanism is active in all

dlploid cells, too. The main difference consists In that most types of such

cell* are able to repair at least a part of DSB formed during Irradiation.

We will now attempt to classify different types of cell damages according to

the repair rapidities.

We will start with a model being Inspired by DSB repair in non-growth

conditions. In agreement with the Resnlck repair model [21] (see also [11])

we will assume that it is useful to divide the chromosome damages Into three

groups:

-H-



(I) only one chromosome of • homologous pair It damaged)

(II) at least one DSB la formed In each chromosome of a homologous pair

but damages belonging to the following group are excluded;

(Hi) at least one DSB exists In each segment of the pair of homologous

segments; any chromosome being supposed to consist of a greater number of such

segments.

He will now assume that damages belonging to the first group exhibit

fast repair (see e.g. [22]) and to the other group slow repair) the third

group of DSB Is then assumed to be Irreparable. This DSB Irreparablllty

defines in principle the average length of the corresponding segments.

All these points will be now used as the basis of a mathematical model.

Let us' assume that a cell has C different chromosomes, I.e. the total number

of chromosomes In a dlplold cell is 2C. Any chromosome consists then In

average of H segments which are responsible for DSB lrreparabillty (as already

mentioned). And finally, any chromosome contains N critical site* for DSB

formation In average.

Let ua assume further that m DSB are formed In an Irradiated cell.

The mean DSB number per critical site In a dlplold cell Is then given by

-rt

per segment by

snd per chromosome by

(20)

(21)

(22)

As to the DSB formed In one cell we will assume for simplicity that

they are distributed stochastically over all critical sites in the given

chromosome system. The probability that at least one DSB is formed In one

critical site or In ona segment or In one chromosome Is then equal to

1 - e"

- 1 -

(23)

(24)

(25)

We can now derive the probability of different damage kinds for a

given a > It

cells damaged Irreparably -

cells with a slow repair -

nc - ( 2 7 )

and cells with a fast repair only -

(28)

The total ratios of irradiated cells with different dsmage kinds are then

equal to

/ (29)

/ (30)

Pf " IE, P(m) fyW . <">
All these expressions are dose-dependent (see Eqsj(l)t(2),(6)). It holds

p + p + p „ 4 - b - Pfo) .
H. rS *i ' "• C J I (32)

Po and P(n) are defined by Eqs. (6) and (8).

In the following analysis (Sec. Till) soae further quantities nay be

made use of, too| they are average number M. of DSB In cells with fast

repair only and average number N of slowly repairing DSB In the other groupi

(33)
i
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nm1
 Zh Crc 'C"//iH (34)

where rc and p£ are defined by Eqs.(2Z), (20) and (25).

VIII. SURVIVAL CURVES UNDER DIFFERENT CONDITIONS

The mathematical model proposed in the preceedlng section allows to

derive tht shapes of survival curves under different conditions. We have

already mentioned that the survival will depend on the time interval which is

available before the irradiated cell passes to mitosis. It will depend also

on corresponding repair rates. As to the fast repair one can admit that the

decrease of DSB Is proportional to their numbers. One can write for the

average number of DSB remaining after a time t

(35)

where T, Is a M a n time of DSB removal.

The fraction of slowly repairing DSB does not decrease according to

the same law. An approximately constant time Interval seem to be needed for

the repair of one DSB in a pair of homologous chronosomesj the repair in

different homologous pairs seems to go quite Independently [23], If T Is the

time necessary for the repair of one DSB then all reparable DSB in a cell will

be repaired after the time equal approximately to

where

and

/»- —

- Z

(36)

(37)

(38)

Is the mean DSB number corresponding to a chromosome pair In an Irradiated cell;

rc ts defined by Eq.(22) and n^ Is the value greater by two standard

deviations than the aean value n . On the other side If a time T la

available [or the DSB repair one can expect.that reparably-damaged cells will

recover if 7^ < / .
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If a cell population Is irradiated In a stationary phase and then

edlately plated on nutrient agar the survival ratio can be given by

s -
Itt ^

where

and
f or

n.

nt

- -ifi

(39)

(40)

(41)

Tj is the time needed for the repair of one DSB In agar and T - the average

time elapsed before cells passed to mitosis. If cells are plated with a delay

T, one should write Instead of Bq.(41)

To. + TM

where T, Is the time needed for the repair of one DSB in non-growth

conditions. It was supposed In Eq.(39) that the time Interval T is greater

than T. and sufficient for all fastly-repalring cells to recover.

The time Intervals Tj and T needed for the repair of one DSB under

different conditions as well as the tine T have been estimated for the

dlplotd yeast mutant rad 54-3 with the help of data published in [24]; a series

of survival curves at Intermediate (IP) and delayed plating (DP) were established.

The repair capability of this mutant depends strongly on Its temperature; DSB

•re repaired intensively at 23°C while no DSB repair is exhibited at 36°C.

Our analysis has started from the following values of the number of

homologous chromosome pairs and of the number of critical sites In one

chromosomei

17. 900000.

The values of other parameters have been obtained by fitting to experimental

data:
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H * 800, a - 0.063,

= 136 nln, T 2 • 3.09 h, T 922 mln.

The function I Am) hat been expressed aa a *UM of two C'ussian curves

the function G(m) and the parameters t being normalised by

o ©

The values of free parameters obtained by nuaerlcal anatyala are

- 1.2 .

The comparison of the corresponding theoretical survival curves with experimentsI

data is shown In Fig.2.

The value of a ia practically the same at derived already tn Sec.IV for

yeast cells Irradiated by the same beam (30 KeV electrons). The number of

segments per one chromosome means that a segment consists approximately of

1100 critical sites in average. Also the parameters T. and T seem to be

quite reasonable.

As to the function fjdt) the other peak seems to lie at a rather high

value exceeding probably the conditions being derived from the requirement

concerning the local energy deposits and the maximum amount of energy being

absorbed In one cell nucleus In the case of one rarely ionizing particle.

However, the values derived are closely related to the assumption that DSB are

distributed stochastically over all critical sleet in a cell nucleus, which need

not be fulfilled If homologous chromosomes are situated In a closer vicinity at

Indicated In some papers. The result of our analysis seems to support this

Idea. In such a csse the damages Involving two homologous chromosomes would be

enhanced and the corresponding lnactivatlon probability would be reached with

a smaller number of DSB in a cell nucleus. A linear component In trreparable-DSB

formation seems to be required also by direct experimental data (see curve (7)

In Tig.2).
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There can be, of course, a very great difference between the functions

f,(m) derived in Sec.IV. and In this one as its derivations have started from

quite different conditions. In the former case the whole analysis has

resisted practically on the part correapondtng to the very small values of m,

while thl* part plays a very small role In the latter case only; the influence

of the smallest values of m Is here practically excluded as cells exhibiting

fast repair are not Included In our analysis. Thus, both the findings should

be regarded rather as complementary.

IX. DSB FORMATION AND THE PHYSICO-CHEMICAL PHASE

There is not any doubt that DSB formation la Influenced to a great extent

by the processes running in the physico-chemical phase even If the mechanism

Involved it not yet very clear. There is a common opinion that a radical

cluster formed by tn energy deposit Is a cause of a DSB but a definite answer

how the Individual SSB are formed has not yet been given. One does not know

what part of SSB is formed by direct action of radiation and what part Indirectly

by different radicals. Or if a special mechaniaa exists which would allow a

DSB to be formed in one Interaction with a DNA molecule. There exist diverse

indications) comp. e.g. [25]-[27]. In our opinion the problem Is closely

related to the oxygen problem which has not been fully explained until now,

either. In this tectton we would like to tackle the given problem In relation

to DSB formation In water solutions of DMA molecules.

Our aim will consist in finding a simple mathematical model which could

reproduce some dependences of DSB numbers on oxygen concentrations. The

experimental data are taken from [28] and [29]j the oxygen dependence of SSB It

combined with the fact that the ratio of linear DSB fraction to all SSB equals

approximately lilOO under corresponding conditions. He will assume that a

greater energy deposit form a cluster consisting of different radicals the

number of which diminishes by mutual interactions or by reactions with other

molecules present In the solution. A part of such radicals can then form

pairs of SSB In diverse DNA-anlecule strands which combine into one DSB.

To simplify mathematical calculations we do not consider all possible

reactions but only a global bllance of radicals Involved In the whole process.

However, in addition to the water radicals (H and OH) we are forced to conclude

that the strong dependence of DSB on oxygen concentrations (especially In
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N2 ~ °2 mlxtur* requires a special active cp«clei to be formed during

Irradiation If molecule oxygen Is preaent. It has been shown already earlier

that 0~ ions cannot play any role.. In the following we would like to

propose the mechanism based on the reaction

ff
which ha* a threshold at eca 4 eV and exhibits a rather strong peak at

cca 6.S eV [30]. This reaction has been used In the study of low-temperature

plasma [31]. The proposed mechanism seen* to be preferred also by the fact

that radiation effect Is strongly lowered In H, - 0, mixture [28]. 0 radicals

are undoubtedly removed Intensively by hydrogen molecules.

A more detailed description of the whole model will be given elsewhere

[32]t here only some orientation results will be mentioned. It has been

assumed that the same amount of energy Is needed to form any radical and that

average size of clusters is determined by the total number of all radicals; this

total number was found to be cca 38. tf one supposes that In nitrogen this

number is represented by pairs H • OH the sverage energy deposit will equal

cca 310 eV. The reactivity ratios of different radicals with DMA crltlcsl site

(for 5SB formation) have been found

Indicating that 0 radicals could be more effective than OH radicals. The

comparison of theoretical results with experimental data is given In Fig,3.

The responsibility of different radicals for SSB formation at different oxygen

concentrations (obtained tinder given conditions) Is given in Tab.3.

Even If our model provides only a global and rather phenootenologlcal

description of the possible physico-chemical mechanism Involved In DSB formation

one can see that oxygen radicals can be successfully incorporated Into the whole

scheme. Our analysis has concerned, of courie, the chemical phase alone as the

effect of radiation on DNA solution In water has been studied. As to the

chromosomal DNA in cells the oxygen (or rather its absence) can exhibit an

additional Influence depending on the period the cells were held under the anoxlc

conditions before irradiation. The absence of oxygen can probably evocate some

processes in cell* (e.g. change transcription activity) by which the effectlvlty

of radicals in forts ing DSB In son* critical sites could be Influenced (coup.[33]).
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X. RELATIONS BETWEEN THE MODELS OF INDIVIDUAL PHASES

The preceeding sections have concerned some more detailed characteristics

of Individual phases of radioblological mechanism. In this section we would

like to deal with some relations between then.

We will start with the relation between the two non-biological phases

and the third biological one. It has been already mentioned In Sec.VIII that

55 DSB can be hardly formed by an electron In one yeast cell nucleus, which

Indicates that there should be an Increased probability of damaging both the

chromosomes belonging to one homologous pair by one beam particle. One should

deduce from this fact that Individual chromosomes are not distributed

stochastically In cell nucleus but homologous chromosomes should be situated

always in a rather close vicinity. It means that a significant part of

irreparable damages should depend linearly on the applied dose, which seems to

be strongly supported by the shapes of survival curves at very small doses

exhibiting non-zero derivative at D - 0. This conclusion also Indicates what

role may be played by the distribution of all energy deposits. Not only the

total number of effective deposits In a cell Is important but also their

correlation corresponding to distances of homologous chromosomes.

The other problem concerns the mutual relation between the models of

the first two phases. With the help of the approach proposed In [19] one can

derive that one electron gives approximately 300 track ends with the energy

being able to form at least one DSB (see Tab.2). One can admit that similar

values hold approximately for 1 HeV photons, too. Starting from the value

given la Eq.(A. 3) one obtains easily that the number N. of corresponding

energy deposits per Gy in 1 cm equals

10 * * 10* - J* 10*,
(44)

If E[H] la an effective distance of such • deposit from a DNA molecule

the length of which Is L[X] and p d is the probability of a DSB being formed

by one deposit then the number of DSB per one molecule will equal

19 * (45)

If the given formula is applied to experimental data analtzed in Sec.VIII one

can put
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2: o.oi L - t9 x fo*J j
when the molecular weight of 0X174-DHA It 3.4xlO6 daltont and the distance

between two critical sites li taken 3.4 8. It then follows from Eq.(44)

1*7h
and if one puts P d—' one can derive that the energy deposits (or radical

clusters) should be fully effective In DSB formation from the distance*

E 55 too A
which is many times greater than the distance (cca 15 %) between two strands

In DHA molecule*. Any acceptable harmony can be hardly reached even If

significant (but reasonable) corrections were Introduced Into the calculation*

of electron tracks.

Moreover, the given discrepancy seems to be strongly supported by the

experimental data given In [34] where It was shown that the tnactlvatlon

effectlvtty of 0.276 keV photons Is significantly greater than that of gamma

radiation. If the effect 1* immedlated by DSB then at lease the same number

of DSB should be formed by these photon* In our DMA molecules. One can then

easily derive that the dose of 1 Cy corresponds to the following number of

photons In 1 cm t -••

^ « 2.2 x 10

which again requires

to A .
However, this value ha* been estimated under the assumption that the effect of

soft X la the same as that of ganua radiation. An actual value should be

2 or 3 time* greater (coup.[34]).

He are forced to conclude that a DSB can be hardly interpreted as a

combination of two SSB formed by two different radicals since there Is a

negligible probability for them to reach the same DMA molecule from such a

great distance (comp,[2$l). And It is necessary, therefore, to look for a

mechanism of DSB formation based on one Interaction with a DHA molecule.

But it is also hardly possible to relate the DSB formation to the formation of

single SSB as suggested e.g. In [28] as both the kinds of damages exhibit

different dependences on radiation stopping power (or LET); see e.g. [35].

And thus It seems to be necessary to look for a new kind of a possible Interaction

connected with a special form of a long-lived species formed in the localized

energy deposits or to admit that a kind of explosion In overheated "blobs"

can be related to such local lied deposits disturbing a DMA molecule rather

klnenstlcally than chemically. Also the role of 0, based on Eq.(t3) could

be easily understood In such a context a* Its presence could contribute to

diminishing significantly the site of any localised deposit and to increasing

It* "explosive" effect. The diffusion of excited specie* may be much more

important than mutual recombinations of radical* formed during energy

deposition. The dissipated energy might decrease due to other molecules

being present In the solution and able to react with different radicals.

However, whatever 1* the mechanism of DSB formation at small dose* the DSB may

be formed at sufficiently high doses by two SSB arising quite independently.

The given alternative differs substantially from that considered in

Sec.IX. It would be, however, premature to do any definite conclusions about

the nature of an actual mechanism. The so dlametrally different explanations

show only how little we know yet about the processes running In an Irradiated

cell.

XI. CONCLUSION

It has followed from many earlier analyst* of redloblologlcal mechanism

that e.g. inactivatton effect la always a result of correlations of at least

two in principle Independent processes. Due to many simplifications Involved

in mathematical modelling one does not always realise that such correlations

Influence the biological effect In different phases. If one starts Iron the

assumption that the Important lesions are represented by DSB of chromosomal DHA

molecule* then It Is possible to distinguish between three types of different

correlations.

First of all, It la the formation of individual DSB. Any DSB arises

by a combination of two SSB which may be formed In Independent ways even If it

is necessary to assume that at least at smaller doses they are always created

by the same beam particle (or its secondarlea). The question arises (see Sec.X)

whether both the SSB are practically Independent or whether some mechanism

exists which would allow a DSB to be formed In one interaction with a DHA

molecule.

The other correlation problem concerns the repair and in activation

mechanism. The different repair rapidities and especially the fact that some
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DSB should be regarded a* Irreparable Indicate that there 1* a correlated

effect of two different lesions. A part of Irreparable damages nay arlte

linearly with a dose but already at Intermediate dotes a greater part of such

combined damages la formed by two damages (DSB) being created In fully

independent ways. Thus In contrast to [36] one need not regard as surprising

that a model based on far correlations describes a corresponding group of

experimental data quite well.

There may exist, however, one more class of interaction problems. It

Involves the possibility of repair processes being Influenced by the damages

of other cell systems. This type of correlations might play an Important role

in explaining the effect of higher-LET radiations as already stressed In [37].

That there exists a great difference in DSB-repalr rapidities between electron

and fission neutron* follows also trow [38]. Only electrons of energy less than

cca 30 keV (approximate range of lO^im) can b« fully absorbed In one cell,

which means that at least at smaller doaes a greater energy amount Is not

transferred practically to any cell if irradiated by electrons or photons•

In contrast the energy of cca 250 keV it transferred in average to any cell if

its nucleus was bit by a proton of energy less than cca 2 HeV. Thus If the

chromosome system is damaged by an electron practically all other parts of the

given cell remain undamaged while in the latter case any chromosome damage is

accompanied by a significant Injury of the whole cell. One can expect that

this phenomenon might play a significant role for slow protons and lighter ions

but It wilt be probably Insignificant for heavier ions the effect of which Is

probably Irreparable due to basic damage to the chromosomal system. In our

opinion the detailed LET dependence In the region of lighter ions can be hardly

fully explained without taking this type of correlations Into account.

The first two classes of correlations have been fully respected In

analyzing experimental data in the proceeding sections. The correlations

between damages of chromosome system and of the rest of a given cell do not

seem to play sny significant role here. They can be easily Included Into the

proposed model chain if necessary.

In the presented paper we have devoted our attention mainly to sparcely

Ionising radiations as in our opinion they represent the key problem in

mathematical noddling. The excess of energy transferred to cells by hlgh-LET

radiations could hide same important features which should be revealed in the

case of electrons or photons where some possibilities seens to be excluded by

small energy amounts being available In Individual cells.
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In concluding we would like to remember that the presented model chain

connecting different phases of the radloblological mechanism has allowed to

derive also some new features Involved In Individual phases. One can mention

the relation between the DSB numbers and celt Inactlvation, a possible role of

oxygen in DSB formation and repair and Inactlvation mechanism including the

problem of homologous chromosome* and their location In a rather close mutual

vicinity.

We do not claim that all numerical characteristics correspond to an

exact situation In irradiated celta. However, we are fully convinced that the

way of making use of mathematical models shown In this paper represents a very

Important possibility how to come to better understanding of all processes

running In cells during and after irradiation. The models of such kind can

help also In making use of the acquired knowledge in solving different problems

In radiotherapy and radiation protection.
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A.

APPENDIX

DOSE AMD A ROUGH ESTIMATE OF THE NUMBER OP BEAM PARTICLES

In the presented model chain a very important role It played by the

parameter a (tee Sec.tit) determining the average number of hit* at a unit

dose. Ita approximate value haa been established In Sec.IV and VIII for

electron* of 30 MeV. It* value may be brought to relation to the Ionising

density of the corresponding particle*. tt la potilble to estimate It very

roughly from two baaic characteristics! the linear energy tranafar (LET) of

the given radiation type and the *lie of the cell nucleua. A detailed

geometrical arrangement would have to be taken Into account If more exact

value* ihould be obtained.

Let u* a•turn that the lontilng power of a given particle 1*

characterized by the value A of LET (In keV/^ua) and that the diameter of cell

nucleus equal* d La™]. Then the dose of 1 Gy (in water) 1* delivered by

6.2S-

and the average number of hit* to one nucleus (per Cy) i* given by

(A.I)

\
which swan* that for yeast cells (d • lum)

* *A y.
If one put* X » 0.5 keV/un one obtalna

=; 10

(A. 2)

(A.3)

which mean* that there 1* not any reasonable agreement between the number of

faat prlnary particle* and particle* responsible for cell injury.

However, Eq.(A.S) determines the average number of particles traversing

a cell nucleus at the unit dose while the moat of them need not transfer any

energy to the given nucleus at all. Only secondary electrons possessing

energy 100-500 eV seem to be effective In forming DSB. One can then derive

with the help of the approach proposed in [19] (see Tab.2) that the frequency

of such secondary electrons being released by one fast electron In the track

of 1 um equals approximately 0.03. Thus the effective number of hits for
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yeaat cell nuclei should equal

(A.4)

which differ* by factor S from the values found in Sec.IV and VIII. The

given difference can have several reasona: the effective volume for DSB formation

may be much smaller than that of cell nucleus, or the secondary electron* are

not effective In the whole nucleus, and/or due to actual experiment arrangement

the value taken from Tab.2 It a little overestimated. Thus, the experimentally

determined value* are in a good qualitative agreement with that given by

Eq.(A.4).

The approach can be applied In principle to all particle* traversing

the cell nucleus if the corresponding value of X and the number of effective

aecondary electron* are estimated. A* to the soft radiations (the range of

all secondary electron* less than 1 um) the number of particle* hitting the

nucleus should be derived directly from the corresponding energy of Individual

beam particles.
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Table 1 TABLE CAPTIONS

r 2

1O

2O

so
100

r l

0.25
0.35
0.4

0.4

tit]

o.s
0.4

0.2

0.07

a

0.54

«[10~Z]

6.09
6.10
6.26
6.04

Table 1 Radiation effect on cells without any repair; values of free

parameters (see text In Sec. IV).

Table 2 Number of electron track ends corresponding to 1 m of the

length of primary 30 HeV electrons.

Table 3 Ratios of diverse radical* in forming Individual SSB at

different oxygen concentration by greater energy deposits

(N, - 0, mixture).

Table 2

J-ow energy
[keV]

0.3

0.5

0.75

1.0

2.0

4.0

6.0

Number of ends
[10-4 ]

283

170

113

85

42

21

14

Table 3

o2 tl]

0.0

0.1

1.0

10.0
100.0

K

91.75
38.35
O.O

0.0

0.0

OH

8.17
54.5
77.0
23.8
23.8

0

0.0

6.7

22.6
76.1

76.1

direct

0.08
0.42
0.20
0.10
0.1O
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l

rtg.2

Fig.3

Tine sequence of Individual processes running In cells after

radiation impact (taken fro* [lO]).

Survival curves of the dlplold yeast mutant rad 34-3.

Full lines represent theoretical result* obtained with the

values of free parameters given In the text; experlawntal

points taken ttem [24]:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

IP, no DSB repair at 36 C|

IP, DSB repair - 150 »ln at 23°C, then 36°C|

IP, DSB repair - 330 ailn at 23°C, then 36°G;

IP, DSB repair at 23°C, no shift to 36°C|

DP, after 24 h at 23°C;

DP, after 48 h at 23°C>

DP, after 72 h at 23°C.

Dependence of DSB numbers on oxygen concentration in water

solutions of DHA anleculeat a) 0, - K, Mixture,

b) 0, - H,0 mixture.

Theoretical curves correspond to conditions given In the

text, experimental data taken from [28] and fro* [29] (linear

DSB component corresponding to a total SSB number)) Irradiation:

Co
60 5Gy.
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